An " Obama-style" election 
Introduction
During the U.S. presidential election in 2008, election campaign methods that focused more on the Internet than on conventional media, attracted considerable attention. The notable key to the victory of Barack Obama in the presidential election was, as Maejima (2011) noted, a systematic coordination between vertical communication using an official campaign website and Twitter, the supporters' horizontal mutual support structure through the candidate's Social Networking Service, and anonymous support groups who voluntarily write blogs [1] . Since then this Internet-utilizing "Obama-style" campaign has been having a huge influence on election campaigns in the U.S. As Gordon (2010) reports, the "Obama-style" election campaign was enthusiastically adopted during the United Kingdom's general election in May 2010 [2] , and has been spreading all over the world.
However, Japan had to wait, due to traditional regulations, until the 23 rd Upper House regular election held in July 2013, when the Internet was first allowed to be used for election campaigns.
This study analyzes national elections in Japan (the 23 rd Upper House regular election, the 47 th Lower House general election, and the 24 th Upper House general election) using social listening.
Social Listening
Social Listening means to collect and analyze a large amount of information posted on social media to make use of it for problem solving. In this chapter the significance of social listening and the current state of social media in Japan are discussed.
What is Social Listening?
As Goto (2012) describes, it is possible, for example, to find reasons from Point Of Sale data or customer data as to why customers purchased certain products, but it is difficult to find reasons why customers did not choose said products. Also, although acquiring negative information is possible from complaints or suggestions collected at customer service departments or call centers for product improvement, it is difficult to include positive information from satisfied customers for overall analysis. However, social listening makes it possible to collect both positive and negative information together [3] . Through social listening it is possible to collect massive data that was not available previously (Takeda et al. 2012 . calculates that the volume of messages a middle-sized call center accumulates throughout a year can be collected in a day [4] ), and with that prospect social listening plays an important role in the business world. In short, under the conventional method, marketing research is conducted by gathering information at the scene or by survey using a certain number of samples for product development, marketing and management as shown in Figure 1 . In contrast, social listening makes it possible for companies to listen to numerous opinions from consumers and society through SNS as shown in Figure 2 ; as a result consumers and society can be put in the center for product development, marketing and management. The merit of social listening is that straightforward opinions from consumers or citizens, who evaluate the quality of products, services or policies, can be heard. However, since the receivers of those opinions are generally consumers or citizens, opinions tend to be rather stereotypical and do not provide enterprises with innovative ideas.
This study analyzes Japan's election campaigns using social listening that has been used primarily for marketing research. 
Social Media in Japan
A social network service that holds the largest number of accounts in Japan (total population 126,937,000 as of November 1, 2016) is LINE with 68 million users, followed by Twitter and Facebook with 40 million and 27 million users respectively [5] . However, LINE could be called a closed social media because LINE is to exchange messages between friends and family members, and the size of the network is quite small compared to Twitter. (LINE is basically a text-chat application like Messenger in Facebook, and communications are made between friends or a group only. Therefore, LINE is sometimes not considered an SNS application; however, the Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications reported in the White Paper Information and Communications in 2015 that "although LINE is often considered a messaging application or a call application, it is classified as an SNS application considering its widespread use", and also noted that the LINE population is vastly different depending on ages; more than 60% of those age twenty or under are using LINE, whereas the use of LINE by those age 60 or over is less than 1%. In addition, the data by the Association for Promoting Fair Election in 2016 shows that the voting rate decreases with age; the highest voter turnout age group is the 60's, which is 68.28%, and that of the 20's is 32.58%. The Association did not disclose LINE data; thus those data were not subject to the research (the number of LINE users was described in the research)). Thus, Twitter and Facebook are appropriate for this study.
The world record for the number of tweets per minute is 618,725 tweets right after the match between Argentina versus Germany during the 2014 Soccer World Cup, and the world record for the number of tweets per second is 143,199 during the Japanese animated adventure film "Laputa: Castle in the Sky" broadcast on August 2nd in 2013. In addition, Japan dominates high ranking positions in the number of tweets per second. Twitter Inc. portrays Japan's love of Twitter as "insane" [6] .
Internet Campaigning in Japan
This section summarizes the legal and legislative history of Internet election campaigning in Japan, the limits on constructing an "Obama-style" campaign under the current circumstances, and the distinctive position of this study by comparing it with previous studies that used social media for analyses of election campaigns.
Summary of Legal and Legislative History of Internet Campaigning in Japan
The Internet election campaigns in Japan became available through "The Act for Amending Part of the Public Offices Election Law related to Permission for Internet Election Campaigns" which was passed on April 19, promulgated on April 26, and implemented on May 26, 2013. This amendment applies, due to Additional Clause 2, on the day of public announcement of national or local elections after its implementation, and was first applied to the 23rd Upper House regular election announced on July 4, 2013 (The first casting and counting after the internet election was allowed was held on July 14 th at the Nakama-city assembly election in Fukuoka, which was announced on July 7). Due to this amendment, election campaigns using social media became available in Japan. The Public Offices Election Law, the Page 1743 regulations related to elections in Japan, regulates the distribution of documents and drawings (such as post cards, placards or flyers) through Article 142 to protect the fairness and equality of elections, and a precedent has been established that the contents displayed on computer screens or cell phones are also considered documents or drawings (December 22, 2005 Tokyo High Court, and the appeal was rejected by the Supreme Court and became final and binding on February 16, 2007); therefore, election campaigns using the Internet had not been available.
Also in October 1996 when a political party "New Party Sakigake" made an inquiry with the Ministry of Home Affairs (currently the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications) into an official interpretation of Internet campaigning, the response was that the contents displayed on computer screens or cell phones are considered documents or drawings.
However, in October 2001 a study group to discuss election campaigns in the IT era was formed, and the effects, issues and opinions on Internet campaigning were reported in August 2002. After much debate, "The Act for Amending Part of the Public Offices Election Law related to Permission for Internet Election Campaigns" was passed in 2013.
This amendment made it possible for candidates and voters to perform election campaigns using the Internet (by creating a homepage, writing a blog post, using SNS, webcasting policy). However, the use of emails for campaigning is allowed for political parties and candidates but not for voters. The reasons for excluding voters are 1) voters' e-mails might be abused or lead to identity thefts 2) the high possibility of voters being punished and facing suspension of civil rights due to complicated transmission regulations 3) the excessive burden on voters caused by virus infections on devices.
Due to the reasons described earlier there is a limit on Internet campaigning in Japan which makes it difficult to form the "Obama-style" campaign structure.
Analysis of Elections by Social Media
With the debut of the "Obama-style" election campaign, the analysis of elections focusing on social media appeared in various countries, including the studies focusing on Tweets by Andranik T. et al (2010) [7] and Andreas J. et al (2012) [8] . Andranik T. et al (2010) analyzed a German Federal Diet election from 100,000 tweets.
After the ban on Internet campaigning was lifted Nasuno et al. analyzed the 23rd Upper House regular election using 42,645 tweets by 287 candidates and 368,694 of retweets of them [9] . Also Yoshimi (2016) targeted 30,941 tweets by 537 candidates running from five major political parties (Japanese Communist Party, Liberal Democratic Party of Japan, Democratic Party of Japan and two other parties) in the 47 th Lower House general election [10] . As mentioned above, the structure of Internet campaigning in national elections in Japan is different from the "Obama-style" campaign structure. The structure of the "Obama-style" campaign is a systematic coordination between vertical communication using an official campaign website and Twitter, the supporters' horizontal mutual support structure through the candidate's SNS, and anonymous online support groups who voluntarily write articles in blogs. As the previous three studies by Japanese scholars show, the connection between the vertical and horizontal structures of candidates and voters is weak in Japan, where the number of tweets is extremely low.
However, the Japanese love of Twitter contributes to the creation of anonymous online support groups through Twitter, and this fact calls for the analysis of elections using Twitter. As Goto (2015) noted, although the use of Twitter for analyzing elections in small constituencies was difficult due to the scarce number of tweets containing candidate names, the analysis of tweets that contain party names in the proportional representative (PR) electoral system was valid [11] . For the above study 956,268 and 1,287,982 tweets that contained party names were collected during the 23 rd Upper House regular election and the 47 th Lower House general election respectively. Also, during the 24th Upper House regular election 1,777,724 tweets were collected, which is an overwhelmingly large volume of data compared to other research performed in Japan or other countries. Showing a research outcome using a large amount of data does not always prove the excellence of a research. However, the studies by Andranik T. et al (2010) (2016) only show a tendency due to the scarce amount of data. In contrast, this study shows the statistical significance by using a large amount of data. The study of differences between the above four studies and ours needs to be pursued, but the amount of data seems to significantly contribute to the outcome. 
However, for the party-list votes predictions in the PR system it was proved that social listening was useful and that real-time results predictions were possible as well.
The following are the analysis results of the elections in the PR system for the 23 rd and 24 th Upper House regular elections and the 47 th Lower House general election using social listening. Data for social listening was collected via Yahoo! JAPAN real-time search (Yahoo! JAPAN launched real-time search in June, 2011, and public posting by Facebook became available to search in October, 2012. In order to conduct this study in countries other than Japan, data can be purchased from a company which has a firehose contract with Twitter Inc.). With this real-time search, tweets in the Japanese language that are not set as "private" and Facebook postings that are set as "public" can be searched by minute. Political party names were searched using this search engine.
Analysis of the 23 rd Upper House Regular Election
Using social listening focusing on postings that contain party names, 12 registered parties' official names and official abbreviated names were extracted for the 23 rd Upper House regular election analysis. Since it was difficult to identify applicable parties in a search by the official abbreviated names of "Your party", "New Party DAICHI", "People's Life Party", "Green Wind", "Green Party" and "Happiness Realization Party" that are "You", "DAICHI", "Life", "Midori (note that 'midori' is the Japanese translation of green), "Green" and "Happiness" respectively, the mean value was calculated after dividing the number of an abbreviated official name identified by the number of official name, and then the mean value (=0.53) (minimum: 0.47 for Liberal Democratic Party of Japan, maximum: 0.65 for Japanese Communist Party) was added to the number of each party's official name on a daily basis during the election campaign.
The results are shown in Table 1 and Figure 3 . The data used for social listening during the 17 day campaign period was 956,268 tweets, and the total party-list votes were 39,122,641. As Figure 3 shows, party names that most appeared in the postings were Liberal Democratic Party of Japan (LDP), followed by Democratic Party of Japan (DPJ) and Japan Restoration Party (JRP). Each party's total number posted during the campaign period and the number of party-list votes in the PR system are shown in Table 1 . Figure 4 shows the correlation between those two values. As the Figure number shows R2 is 0.847, and Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.920 which is 1% level and is significant (both sides); thus a strong correlation between the number of postings that contained a party name and the party-list votes in the PR system is found. Figure 5 shows, among postings during the campaign, each party's total number posted is proportioned by 48 seats involved in the PR electoral system until a particular date described in the Figure. The Figure number shows the results predictions by parties, which change from day to day, until a particular date during the campaign. Figure 6 is the predictions through the last campaign day and the actual election results. The Figure number shows the predictions on rounded off winning numbers by each party on the last day of the campaign and the actual results. The prediction errors were, among parties identified by party name search, 0 for Liberal Democratic Party of Japan, 2 for Democratic Party of Japan, 4 for Komeito, 1 for Japan Restoration Party, and 2 for Japanese Communist Party. The prediction errors for all parties except Komeito, which holds many organized votes, are within 2; therefore, it can be said that the results predictions during the campaign were successfully made. From this, it is concluded that social listening is useful to observe the tendencies of party-list votes in the PR system. Especially, with social listening highly accurate results predictions on party-list votes in the PR system and also real-time results predictions during the campaign are considered possible.
Analysis of the 47 th Lower House General Election
At the 47 th Lower House general election, unlike in the above Upper House election, the 11 registered parties' official names and official abbreviated names were searched together, and any names similar to those official or official abbreviated names were excluded. The political party "No Supporting Party" was excluded from the beginning since it was unidentifiable, and the "Party for Future Generations" was also excluded after the research because it was found that the party includes many similar words such as "Cars for Future Generations". Re-analysis needs to be performed in the future with a more accurate method. In addition, since the 23th Upper House regular election results showed that the number of postings on Facebook was extremely low compared to Twitter, the analysis for this election focused on Twitter only.
The result was that the data for social listening during the 12 day campaign period is 1,287,982 tweets, and the total number of party-list votes was 51,813,623 (Table 2 and Figure 7) . Some postings were critical of Table 2 . Each registered party's total number posted during the 47 th Lower House election parties, and those negative postings were sorted out using the "emotion analysis" tool of Yahoo! JAPAN (at the time of analyzing case 1 (23 rd Upper House), Yahoo! Japan was not providing the "emotion analysis" services. In case 3 (24 th Upper House), since we had planned to perform the text mining in our individual way, "emotion analysis" was not used). The numbers in Table 3 Table 3 (With Yahoo! Japan's real-time search certain areas of Japan cannot be specified; therefore, those twitter postings were analyzed from the total number of votes each party gained and the number of tweets collected from all over Japan). The correlation of these two values is shown in Figure 9 .
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As the Figure shows R2 is 0.880, and Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.938 which is 1% level and is significant (both sides); thus a strong correlation between the number of tweets containing party name and the total party-list votes in each constituency in the PR system is found. Figure 10 shows, among postings during the campaign, each party's total number posted is proportioned by 180 seats involved in the PR system until a particular date described in the Table. Figure 11 shows the results predictions through the last day of the campaign and the actual election results. The predictions, among parties identified by party name search, on rounded off winning numbers by each party on the last day of the campaign and the actual results are shown in the Figure, and prediction errors were 7 for Liberal Democratic Party of Japan, 4 for Democratic Party of Japan, 5 for Komeito, 7 for Japan Restoration Party, and 9 for Japanese Communist Party. The prediction errors are larger than those at the 23rd Upper House regular election. Those errors are considered to be caused by the complicated Lower House electoral system, under which the number of seats in the Lower House is over three times the number of seats in the Upper House, candidates win by sekihairitsu (best loser calculation), some parties do not list candidates in the PR system in some of the11 constituencies, etc., and further examination is needed. 
Analysis of the 24 th Upper House General Election by Social Listening
The 24 th Upper House general election was announced on June 22 and held on July 10, 2016. Its analysis was made in the same manner as the 47 th Lower House general election described in the previous section. The 12 registered parties' official names and official abbreviated names were searched together, and any names similar to those official or official abbreviated names were excluded. The political party "No Supporting Party" was excluded from the beginning since it is unidentifiable.
The data used for social listening during the 19 day campaign period is 1,777,724 tweets, and the total party-list votes was 56,007,353 (Table 4 and Figure  12 ). The number of party names tweeted are Liberal Democratic Party of Japan, Japanese Communist Party and Democratic Party of Japan in descending order as shown in the Table. The total number of tweets during the campaign and the total party-list votes in the PR system are shown in Table 4 . The correlation of these two values Page 1748 is shown in Figure 13 , and the Figure shows that R2 is 0.891, and Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.944 which is 1% level and is significant (both sides); thus a strong correlation between the number of tweets that contained a party name and the total number of partylist votes in each constituency in the PR system is found. Figure 14 shows, among postings during the campaign, each party's total number tweeted until a specified date was proportioned by 48 seats involved in the PR system. The results predictions on each party until a specified date are made in the Figure. The results predictions through the last day of the campaign and the actual results are shown in Figure 15 . The Figure  number shows the predicted rounded off winning numbers by each party on the last day of the campaign, and there is a prediction error of 1 for Liberal Democratic Party of Japan, among parties identified by party name search, but an error for the Japanese Communist Party was wider because the same individuals tweeted many times. 
Conclusion
Election campaigns utilizing social media have been increasingly used all over the world. In Japan campaigns using social media became available as of the Upper House regular election in July 2013, and political parties, candidates and voters are able to post comments about elections via social media. In contrast with the U.S. where Edmund Brown Jr. first used emails for the presidential election campaign in 1992, Japan's history of Internet campaigning is not long, and current regulations do not allow the "Obama-style" campaign. However, social listening using Twitter was valid for election analysis thanks to the enormous amount of tweets created by the active use of Twitter in Japan. The analysis of national elections by Goto (2015) and the 24 th Upper House regular election in 2016 analyzed found that predictions of the results were not possible for small constituencies due to the scarce number of postings and also for candidates who rely on organized votes. In addition, from the fact that the number of postings for the Upper House regular election in 2013 doubled in 2016, which were 956,268 and 1,777,724 respectively, the accuracy of predictions will be increased in the future.
However, after the 47 th Lower House election the number of postings by the same individuals has rapidly increased on social media. Although at a public opinion survey conducted by CNN on the second U.S. presidential debate, Hillary Clinton was considered winner with 51 % votes (34% for Trump), the Internet voting conducted by TIME shows 87% for Trump and 13% for Clinton [12] , and it was pointed out that there was a possibility that Trump supporters repeatedly clicked for him in the survey. From that point, frequencies and contents of postings need to be carefully examined for more accurate predictions, in addition to the analysis of election trends using text mining. Furthermore, the use of social media by a wider range of age groups in the future adds to this study's significant meaning. A future task is to increase the accuracy of predictions by sorting out postings by the same individuals, and also to analyze election voting tendencies. The analysis of duplication of postings by the same individuals has been initiated, and the report will be available in the near future. In this study, predictions were made using a simple weighting method and the number of postings. However, our goal is to provide a theory as, for example, Harris Interactive developed with their original model theory to make predictions for the 2000 U.S. presidential election, which was incomparably more precise compared to that by the Gallup Organization.
